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=======================================================================
In this issue:
TExpress story and Looking For
TurboDuo screws
Re: TExpress story and Looking For
=======================================================================
From: duo16@mindspring.com
Date: Fri Mar 18 05:23:28 EST 2005
Subject: TExpress story and Looking For

hey List, a student of mine here in tokyo and i were talking in class
theo the day about video games and he was stunned to learn that i not
only knew what the GT (turbo express) was but that i had one. he , as
most people here in japan, don't know that it was released in the
states. he equally stunned me by having his GT with tv tuner in his
car with him at all times. he doesn't use it while he's driving of
course to play games but he says it's great for listening to the TV. i
forgot that there was a cigarette lighter adaptor for this system.
now..
i am desperately looking for (and would you believe i can't find?) a
turbo express carrying case. does anyone know where i can find them?
tzd, at last check, didn't have them and i can't believe i haven't
found one here in japan. any help would be appreciated. thanks,
george

----------------------------------------------------------------------From: ig881@mindspring.com
Date: Fri Mar 18 06:42:00 EST 2005
Subject: TurboDuo screws

Hi,
I have a Duo that doesn't have any screws to hold the casing together.
Does anybody know what size the screws are so I can keep this thing
held together? I'm not talking about the security bits, I just want
normal screws.
Thanks!
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--- Turbo List Information -------------------------------------------If you are thinking of holding an auction, please familiarize yourself
with the list's rules regarding auctions by getting the file auction.gl
from the Turbo List file server (turbo-list-request@joyce.eng.yale.edu)
The list's rules regarding multiple sale postings are also covered.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: danny@solarcoaster.eclipse.co.uk
Date: Fri Mar 18 11:37:33 EST 2005
Subject: Re: TExpress story and Looking For

Thanks for the cool story. :) I whish the TV-tuner would
work here in Europe.=20
As for a good bag for your GT/TE, I bought a nice camera
type bag from Australian company Crumpler. Check out
this link:
http://www.crumpler.com.au/Cart/Resources/CartResources/116_res/b116_o1.j=
pg
I *think* it's this one, but it might be a slightly
diffirent type (a tad bigger perhaps), it's hard to tell
from that photograph. It's extremely well padded and
there's a bit of room for a couple of HuCards even. It
fits perfectly. I would advise to have a look at them in
a store and check them out. Let us know what you decide
on. (^_^)
Danny
Quoting George Plamantouras :
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hey List, a student of mine here in tokyo and i
were talking in class=20
theo the day about video games and he was
stunned to learn that i not=20
only knew what the GT (turbo express) was but
that i had one. he , as=20
most people here in japan, don't know that it
was released in the=20
states. he equally stunned me by having his GT
with tv tuner in his=20
car with him at all times. he doesn't use it
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> while he's driving of=20
> course to play games but he says it's great for
> listening to the TV. i=20
> forgot that there was a cigarette lighter
> adaptor for this system. =20
> now..=20
> i am desperately looking for (and would you
> believe i can't find?) a=20
> turbo express carrying case. does anyone know
> where i can find them? =20
> tzd, at last check, didn't have them and i can't
> believe i haven't=20
> found one here in japan. any help would be
> appreciated. thanks,=20
> george=20
> =20
> =20
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